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invariant representations o planar curves - a convolutional neural network can be trained to construct
invariant representations and semanti-cally signiﬁcant features of images as well as other types of data such
as speech and language. it is widely acknowledged that such networks have superior representational power
compared to more representation invariants and abstraction functions - the domain: all representations
that satisfy the rep invariant the range: can be tricky to denote for mathematical entities like sets: easy for
more complex abstractions: give them fields af defines the value of each “specification field” for “derived
specification fields”, see the handouts the overview section of the specification should lectures on
representations of ﬁnite groups and invariant ... - lectures on representations of ﬁnite groups and
invariant theory dmitri i. panyushev independent university of moscow, bol’shoi vlasevskii per. 11, 119002
moscow, russia e-mail address: panyush@mccme a course in finite group representation theory thereby giving representations of the group on the homology groups of the space. if there is torsion in the
homology these representations require something other than ordinary character theory to be understood. this
book is written for students who are studying nite group representation theory beyond the level of a rst course
in abstract algebra. rotation invariant spherical harmonic representation of 3d ... - rotation invariant
spherical harmonic representation of 3d shape descriptors michael kazhdan, thomas funkhouser, and szymon
rusinkiewicz department of computer science, princeton university, princeton nj abstract one of the challenges
in 3d shape matching arises from the fact that in many applications, models should be con- symmetry,
representations, and invariants - representations using the n+-invariant vectors in chapter 3). these
cohomology spaces are completely described by a theorem of kostant, which we prove using an identity for
the casimir operator due to casselman and osborne. from kostant’s theorem we obtain the weyl character
formula via the euler-poincare principle.´
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